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Deals with BBC Studios, Magnolia Pictures and Paramount Global Content Distribution Bring

VIZIO’s WatchFree+ O�ering to 275+ TV Free Channels and 15,000+ Free On-Demand Movie

and Shows

IRVINE, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- VIZIO (NYSE: VZIO) today announced it has reached agreements with BBC

Studios, Magnolia Pictures and Paramount Global Content Distribution to join the lineup of more than 20 studios

and media companies including A24, AMC Networks, Disney Entertainment, Lionsgate, MarVista Entertainment, NFL

Media, Relativity Media, Samuel Goldwyn Films and Sony Pictures o�ering premium content on WatchFree+.

These recent agreements are

part of a continued strategic

expansion of free premium

content for VIZIO in 2023, which now provides over 275 streaming channels and 15,000+ on-demand movies and

shows, which is more than double the number of titles o�ered just a year ago.

WatchFree+ on-demand has experienced signi�cant growth, with monthly viewing hours doubling year over year

further solidifying WatchFree+ as the second most-watched ad-supported streaming service on the VIZIO platform.

New programming and features include:
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More than 400 on-demand episodes showcasing 30 unique BBC shows, and a selection of BBC Studios’ free

channels including Antiques Roadshow UK, BBC Food, and Top Gear, with Classic Doctor Who coming soon.

Select Paramount Pictures titles available every month until the end of the year, including Star Trek: The

Motion Picture, Star Trek: First Contact and Star Trek: Insurrection and The Untouchables airing in November.

50 movies and 50 episodes from Magnolia Pictures, including popular titles like Conan O’Brien Can’t Stop, Bad

Reputation and I Give It a Year.

VIZIO's Branded Content Studio's latest holiday premiere, Merry & Bright. Hosted by American Idol's Jordin

Sparks.

Newly launched Free Movie Network, VIZIO's latest curated channel on WatchFree+.

Personalized entertainment with VIZIO's new geo-�ltering feature that automatically displays live regional

news, weather, and sports across 40 local channels from Cox Media Group, FOX, and Gray TV.

“Over the past year, we have remained steadfastly committed to enhancing and elevating the WatchFree+

entertainment experience,” said Katherine Pond, Group Vice President of Platform Content & Partnerships. “With an

expansive library featuring more live channels and movies than ever before, enriched personalization with

localization, and data-driven content discovery features, WatchFree+ continues to deliver the ultimate free

entertainment destination for millions of VIZIO consumers.”

About VIZIO

Founded and headquartered in Orange County, California, our mission at VIZIO Holding Corp. (NYSE: VZIO) is to

deliver immersive entertainment and compelling lifestyle enhancements that make our products the center of the

connected home. We are driving the future of televisions through our integrated platform of cutting-edge Smart

TVs and powerful operating system. We also o�er a portfolio of innovative sound bars that deliver consumers an

elevated audio experience. Our platform gives content providers more ways to distribute their content and

advertisers more tools to connect with the right audience.

For more information, visit VIZIO.com and follow VIZIO on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.
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